
oll finds narrowing gap between church, state
WASHINGTON (AP) — Most 

Americans now b^l ipvp 
should. speak out on political and 
social issues, according to a study 

pl^yingj^grow- 
îng role in U.ST p o l i t i c s . —

As the line between church and 
state blurs, white evangelical 
Protestants — now representing a 
quarter of all registered voters — 
have become especially politicized, 
to Democrats' detriment

'T h e conservatism  of w hite 
evangelical Protestants is clearly 
the most powerful religious force in 
politics today,” the Pew Research 
Center for the People & the Press 
says in a report released Tuesday.

Six in seven voting age Ameri
cans are Christian and regardless 
of denomination^ the more reli- 
gious they are, them ore conserva-’ 
flyg Uiey ate, the study finds. That7s~ 

^ especially true for whites.
That conservatism ̂ oes beyond“ 

abortion, homosexuality" and other
■nItiral (jnesrinns rn snrh iQ̂ iTfSyTnr 
international security, the environ
ment and gun control, the center re- 
ported in a study based on a nation
al poll — May 31-June 9 — and anal
ysis of previous surveys in 1994-95.

Overall, 54 percent in the new 
poll said churches should "express 
their views on day-to-day social and 
political questions” and 43 percent

preferred that churches "keep out 
of political matters.”

Iu 1965. the balance tipped the 
'"other w ayw hen the Gallup Poll 
"pDsed the same question: 53 per
cent said churches and politics 
don^ mix, 40 percent hplipypd 
churches should express social and 

-political views.
The polls found conflicting evi

dence over just how much politick
ing from the pulpit is acceptable.

Asked if "it is ever right for cler
gymen to discuss political candi
dates or issues from the pulpit,” 66 
percent said no, compared with 68 
percent in 1965; 29 percent now say 
yes, up from 22 percent and

who didn’t know or refused to an
swer fell to 5 percent from 10 per
cent in 1965.

> Among people who say they at
tend rgligiqus tsgjyicqs at least [i 
once or twice a month, one in five 
said the clergy at* their place of | 
worship speaks out on candidates 
and elections, and 78 percent of 
those said that’s a good tiling.

Sixty percent said the clergy 
speaks out on abortion, 56 percent 
on prayer in schools and 36 percent 
on laws regarding homosexuals.
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BARBER/STYLIST 
& NAIL TECHNICIAN 

|For those on the cutting edge, 
wë offer FT, student loan pay
back program, insurance, gad 
"  kcatlon arià ¿wtficfay, hourfy 

wage + commission.

COST CUTTERS*
0»AMHjr HAM CARE)

For information and interview, 
585-9999

Combination Earth Work, : 
Itility, Estimator with exp. as 
earth work foreman. Health 
insurance, vacation, retire
ment plan. P.O. Box 3513, 

Bozeman, MT 59771.

H^rse shoeing and trimming. 
p5-7319. Ask for Aaron.

2800 miles. Looks excellent, 
runs great. $750 - 587-7603

BRUCE (BUFORD) MILLER
HORSESHOEING-580-2833

1979 Honda CM400 Great 
engine. $450 obo • 582-0797

1981 Harley LowRider-Exc. 
stock cond. Orig. owner. 16K y

New Hay, small bales, 5 tons
iaaui I-iqw n« i^hi hArea_dDd—

mi. $8,750. Butte - 782-9333
-JM '---- — ^

certified weed free, available 
soon. Also, 2 wheel hay turner. 

388-7161

1995 ROAD KING- 3200mi. 
Sacrifice for $17,500-282-7422

S R ftH t
91 CR500 Good condition. 
New rear tire. $2500 obo.

i) CQC f|CC4OOO-UOD̂ f
11 year old bay gelding. 

16h. 1/2 Quarter, 1/2 Thro. 
Experienced rider $2500. 

Also 15.5 Circle Y women’s 
saddle. $700. 388-2023

ENGLISH BIKE OWNERS 
Call if you want to ride with 
local group of enthusiasts. 

Call Jon at 585-5710.

14yr. old BUCKSKIN MARE 
Welsh Pony/QH Cross. Any

one can ride. $1500-587-2828

MUST SELL 1973 Honda 
CB 750 - exc. cond., low mi., 

pipes, etc. Call

Many new features.
$1500 or best offer 1763-4679

1973 Chevy Cheyenne 
Super 10, 396 V8 • 282-7272

1992 CHEVY FULL-SIZE P/U 
305 eng., exc. cond. 13,500 
mi. Charcoatgray, matohing 

topper, many options.... „l

1992 FORD RANGER XLT 
Bedliner, Rear Anti-lock, 5spd. 
4cyl. $7,611-Tanya-586-4290

2 Datsun Long Beds - 76/77 
1 runs & 1 doesn’t. Must take 
both. $800 OBO. 587-3442 

or 586-6176, Bob.

58 Ford 1.5 Ton, good for parts, 
flat bed exc. $300 • 586-6807

73 Ford Ranchero 
Good condition. $1800

options, 37K. Below book at 
$18,900 • 586-2003 Iv. msg.

\CONQUEST 
Good cond., 5 spd. yellow, 

$4500 firm. 388-3372

1994 GMC Sonoma. Ex. Cab. 
28Kmi. Ex. Cond. 287-5869

‘89 HONDA ACCORD LXI 
Loaded, 80k •  222-6551

1994 MAZDA B-4000 4X4 
5spd., new tires, box liner, 20K 
miles. CALL 1-406-848-7747

89 Pontiac Gran Prix. Leather, 
air, tiit.cürisë, power, 

computer. High miles. 
$5500 obo 586-8273

M » h i liíki h i U1995 JEEP WRANGLER - V6, hard

$16,500 OBO. 406-449-3948
i

4 dr., auto, $2900. 585-7768

1995 NISSAN P/U - Sgl. Cab 
w/êxtras, low mi. 587-7866

‘93 Honda Civic LX - 35lc mi., 
CD *$12,000 OBO. 587-8357

72 INTERNATIONAL SCOUT II 
Runs good. $700 - 585-1275

93 HYANDAI ELANTRA 19K, 
auto, a/c, loaded. •  585-3795

78 Subaru 4X4 ,  good shape. 
$800 •  586-6988

94 Ford Taurus Exc. cond, 
low miles. 586-4108/evenps 
or 586-6552/leave* mesiage

QA Crsrri D r n n ^ n  II •  \ / f i  P».cn0 4  r O fu  DlOnCU II •  v u ,  u
rebuilt transVcIutch, gd paint, 

am/fm cass. $3750 •  585-5954
94 Nissan Sentfe 4 dr, 

$9500. 582-7700 ask for Rob.

‘84 S-10 Ext. Cab w/Topper & MUST SELL NOW!!!



[See Hsbandry for what may be an updaate of this]

Separating Church and State

The test of a first-rate intelligence is the 
ability to hold two opposed ideas in the mind at 
the same time, and still retain the ability to 
function."

F. Scott Fitzgerald

This United States has been operating under two opposed 
ideas since we adopted the Constitution. Keeping church and state 
apart is difficult but we decide, in every generation, that a 
nation so founded should long endure. The most convincing 
argument is a good look at strife between zealots around the 
world.

Just now there is enough tension between church and state, 
even in America, that a caption in the New York Times reads: 
"Scientists Deplore Flight From Re a s o n . T h e  concerned 
scientists, doctors, philosophers, and educators gathered at the 
New York Academy of Sciences "to counterattack against faith 
healing, astrology, religious fundamentalism and paranormal 
Charlatanism. But beyond these threats to rational behavior, 
participants at the meeting aimed their barbs at 'post-modernist' 
critics of science who contend that truth in science depends on 
one's point of view, not on any absolute content."

[cite Thoreau and Leopold as two who separated Church & 
state. Leave out modern writers.]

[Church & State]

.... the relationship to the world that modern
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science fostered and shaped appears to have 
exhausted its potential.... We may know 
immeasurably more about the universe than our 
ancestors did, yet it increasingly seems they knew 
something more essential about it than we do, 
something that escapes us.

Vaclav Havel []
People will have beliefs. I believe that we need both 

spirit-world and real world. But if we are to hang on to 
fragments of nature, as opposed to the Nature that is a point of 
view, we must understand that the two are distinct.

Church
myth
traditional ethic 
individual animal 
belief 
Nature
Balance of Nature 
what ought to be 
meat from God

State 
science 
land ethic
population of wildlife
observation
nature
stewardship
what works
crop

Whether these decisions correspond to right and left 
hemispheres of the brain, I don't know, but we humans are in some 
way equipped for two very different kinds of thinking. The 
constitution shows the way —  and so does the duck in my south 
40.

For economic purposes, a wild mallard is as clearly a crop 
as the grain on which it fattens. Without this farm on which to 
breed and feed, there would be, say, a hundred fewer ducks to fly
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south next winter. And without thousands of other such wetlands
in the northern states and Canada, whole species of ducks would 
be in danger. If they are doing reasonably well today, it is 
because there have been major public and private investments in 
wetlands and nesting areas.

For spiritual purposes, on the other hand, the mallard I eat 
is "meat from God" -- a quotation from Aldo Leopold. A hunter 
who does not feel what Leopold felt ought to consider taking up 
golf.
' Good scientists are all good at observation, by definition, 
and some come to nature because they like being there. Read Aldo 
Leopold first —  a romantic before he was a scientist. [Epigraph]

And spend a lot of time with Henry Thoreau, who lived 
intensely in the worlds of both church and state.

[At least the following f should stay in Hsbandry with other 
Abbey stuff]

[Edward Abbey does not seem capable of facing realities and 
measuring consequences —  matters of state -- but he is wonderful 
on sensations and emotions. His is a vein as old as Aesop. Is it 
not good to interest readers in Nature —  any Nature they are 
willing to see? Even if she is distant from the real thing? ]

Any old Nature seemed good to me when I was growing up, and 
I had the good fortune to be exposed to both kinds. We lived in 
town and bought our food, but Uncle Bob carried a romantic musk 
of the swamps. A cycle of nature-fakery early in the century had 
made an impression on my father, who sat me on his knee to read 
William Long's fables of gentle little creatures in the woods. 
Sunday dinner, on the other hand, involved a real cockerel. We
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did not kill him as a European cook might have done it, slitting 
his throat in the kitchen and saving his blood, but we did chop 
his head off, pluck him, and draw him. A child involved in that 
process knows where dinner comes from.

Nature-fakery is more dangerous today because, with more and 
more people pressing on land that is less and less wild, it is 
possible for a post-modernist public to imagine any Nature it 
wishes. There is no Uncle Bob, for most children today, no 
chicken flopping headless. There is a Disney-deer who talks and 
has little friends from other ethnic communities.

I suspect that the market has become a natural force 
stronger than the rest of nature. Want Utopia? You can visit a 
theme park with happy endings. Want virtual reality? We've got 
the technology. Want to see a bear? Stop at the Park's entrance 
and catch Yellowstone, the movie.

For now, then, church and state are at odds. In the pews are 
sensitive, largely urban, life-affirming persons, and how could 
they not extend their values to all of Nature? In barns and 
fields, meanwhile, death-accepting stewards of nature wonder 
what's coming next. Do not dismiss these as mere political 
differences. They are tectonic plates drifting apart, creating 
another of the chasms that divide America.
(1) Language in this paragraph is drawn from a report by Malcolm 
Browne in the New York Times of June 6, 1995, on a conference of 
scientists launching a "crusade against quackery."

( 2 )A Sand County Almanac.:; p.viii.
(3) See Lutts, Ralph H. The Nature Fakers. Golden, Colorado: 
Fulcrum, 1990. This work is deeply researched, balanced^ and easy 
to read.
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(Utopia)

What's in a Word?

& , «* <v

Power and others noted that Montana's economic 
future depends upon its comparatively unspoiled 
landscape, citing "recreational opportunities, 
wildlife, water quality, scenic beauty, and intact 
ecosystems." But Power admitted that hard-core 
environmentalists compain also about people moving 
in and tourists passing through. "If you make a 
list of things the environmental community is 
against, then all you have left is a fantasy world 
of people engaged in home-based arts and crafts," 
he said.

Environmentalism is a seven-syllable word meaning, roughly, 
love of nature.

dividing people.

Even here
Anna walked to her truck pn her billowing choir-gown last

night, picked up a sheet of .music she’d forgotten, and walked
back to church. A male teehager followed, taunting, showing off

/
for his girlfriend: "Christian, huh!"

We were less surprised when nasty words were painted on a 
synagogue in Billings/-- Montana's largest town. Still, it takes 
a determined person/to be anti-Semitic, in this state. You might 
have to drive a couple of hundred miles to find someone you can 
discriminate against.
(1) Thomas M. Power is Chairman of the Economics Department of 
the University of Montana.
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Our Founding Farmers
IN THE EARLY DAYS of the republic, 
when farming was the predominant 
occupation, some of the nation's most 
famous farmers took a great interest 
in seed collecting. These farmers un
derstood America's need for new agri
cultural crops.

One early seed collector was 
Benjamin Franklin. While serving 
his country in the diplomatic zHB 
corps, he spent much of his time 1 1  
encouraging the introduction of 1 1 
new plants to the New World.
His diplomatic sojourns abroad 
always doubled as seed-collect
ing trips.

Franklin made one of his most 
important discoveries while serv
ing in England as the agent for 
the colony of Pennsylvania. There * 
he came across some interesting 
beans that were known as Chinese 
caravaneos. The beans, which could 
be made into a kind of cheese, fasci
nated him. He sent a few home with 
instructions that they be distributed 
to farmers willing to plant them.

The Chinese caravance is now 
known as the soybean. The "cheese" 
that interested Franklin was tofu.
The seeds that Franklin sent home 
gave rise to a soybean harvest that 
is now worth $10 billion each year to 
American farmers. Half of all the soy
beans produced in the world today

are grown in the United States.
Franklin was not the only promi

nent American of his day to introduce 
foreign seeds to the struggling new 
nation. George Washington, Thomas 
Jefferson, and other farmers and land
holders made a point of collecting 
seeds during their travels abroad.

Jefferson was one of the most dedi- 
catedofthe 
early plant ex- 

■ ■  plorers. As min- 
E i  5  s | :l  isterto France in 

thel780̂ and 
1790s, he 
arranged for an- 

H l  nual shipments 
■  J i of seeds to 

m America from 
the Jardin desThomas Jefferson
Plantes in Paris.

He also obtained seeds from Italy, 
China, Egypt, Palestine, and Africa,

In a short, reflective piece writ
ten in 1800, Jefferson listed what he 
thought were his most valuable con
tributions to his country. The Decla
ration of Independence was one. His 
work to promote freedom of religion 
was another. But in his opinion, his 
most important contribution lay 
elsewhere. "The greatest service 
which can be rendered to any coun
try," Jefferson wrote, "is to add a 
useful plant to its culture."- P.R.

Goodman says ruefully. “So could a 
dozen other people. But no one ever 
asked." Researchers can only guess 
what valuable genetic traits the lost 
seeds might have carried. There will 
be no chance to find out.

That was only the beginning of 
Goodman's investigation of the seed- 
storage laboratory. As he continued 
to examine the collection, he con
cluded that virtually all of its samples 
of tropical corn were in jeopardy. On 
that point, there is little disagree
ment. The administrators of the Fort 
Collins collection admit that many of 
the seeds stored in the laboratory's: 
refrigerated vaults were not replanted 
when they should have been. Many 
of those probably will not germinate 
now. They are dead.

“There might be five thousand to 
ten thousand tropical corn varieties 

Ifstored in the vaults]," says Good
man. Some date back to the 1950s, 
many to the 1960s, and a few to the 
1970s and 1980s. “All are in potential 
trouble," he says.

Samples from the 1950s have 
likely deteriorated to the point 
where only about 50 percent of the 
seeds in each sample will sprout, he 
says. The seeds in each sample are 
not genetically identical. Like a 
roomful of people, a seed sample is 
made up of individuals, each with its 
own set of genes. If 50 percent of 
the seeds in a sample have died, 
many of the genetic traits in the 
original sample have disappeared 
with them. If the seeds are not re
planted and regenerated, their genes 
will continue to disappear as the 
sample deteriorates.

For seed samples collected before 
1950, the picture is even worse.
George White of the Agricultural Re
search Service estimates that perhaps 
33 percent of the samples collected in 
the 1940s survive. Of seeds collected 
in the 1930s, only about 11 percent 
can still be found in U.S. collections.

But these seeds may someday be 
needed to fight pests such as the 
Russian wheat aphid. By the spring 
of 1991, five years after the aphid ap
peared in Muleshoe, Webster and his
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on Latin American corn varieties, one 
of a handful of researchers who under
stood the value of the missing sam
ples. He was stunned by what he 
discovered. “It turned out that one 
day, in cleaning up Fort Collins, some
body found these samples and didn't 
know what to do with them," Good
man said later. The seeds were stored 
in small, old packages, and clearly were 
not part of the regular collection.

The laboratory wrote to CIMMYT 
to inquire about the samples. CIM
MYT officials apparently were con
fused about which samples the 
laboratory was referring to. They asked

that some of the seeds be returned. 
The rest of the samples, which the 
CIMMYT officials believed they 
held in duplicate, were simply 
thrown away.

That was a mistake. “CIMMYT 
did not have what they said they 
had, and no one did any cross-check
ing," says Goodman. “A lot of the 
stuff that was thrown out was lost." 
According to Goodman, no one at 
Fort Collins made any effort to con
tact him or any other researchers 
with special knowledge of Latin 
American corn. “If I'd known it was 
happening, I could have stopped it,"



evaluating those samples. Each does 
about 30 samples a year, for a total of 
120 annually. At that rate, it would 
take 250 years to regenerate and eval
uate the entife collection. Samples 
may survive for several years or some
times a few decades, but certainly not 
for centuries. If the regeneration pro
gram is not expanded, many of the 
corn samples may soon die.

The Agriculture Department de
serves much of the blame. In the 
words of a General Accounting Of
fice report released on the eve of 
President Clinton's inauguration, the 
department has become “a twentieth- 
century dinosaur" that has scarcely 
changed since the 1930s.

The Agriculture Department esti
mates that the germplasm in seed 
banks has been responsible for crop 
improvements worth $1 billion annu
ally. Yet the budget of the seed 
banks—$30 million—is too small to 
rate the status of a separate line in 
the department's budget. In Con
gress, where the budget is reviewed, 
that sum is far too small to be no
ticed. The department's food assis
tance programs spend three times 
that much every day.

Why are the seed banks so under
valued? The answer has something to 
do with the peculiar nature of plant 
genetic resources. It is true that they 
are enormously valuable, and many 
are exceedingly rare. Unlike the gold 
in Fort Knox, however, the treasure 
in seed banks can be made available 
in unlimited quantities. Seeds are a 
renewable resource. And this biologi
cal treasure is given away. Any bona 
fide researcher who wants seed sam
ples gets them—at no charge.

This peculiarity has led to a dan
gerously casual attitude about the 
riches in the seed banks. Sometimes 
the consequences have been disas
trous. In the late 1960s, for example, 
seeds from about 5,000 varieties of 
tropical corn were sent from México 
to the NSSL. The precious samples 
were the product of an ambitious ef
fort to collect and preserve rare corn 
varieties from all over Latin America. 
The samples sent to Fort Collins du-

Billion-DoUarCorn
A 69-YEAR-OLD botanist from the 
University of Wisconsin, Hugh lit is  
is one of a small band of 
explorers who scour the 
world for rare plants. The 
aim of these explorers, 
whose work goes largely 
unnoticed, is to find ge
netic breeding stock that 
can be used to improve 
farmers' crops.

One of the plants dis
covered by litis could 
revolutionize the culti
vation of corn. It has 
been called the botani
cal find of the century.

What lit is  found 
was Zea diploperennis, 
a perennial cousin 
of corn that could 
be crossed with 
corn to produce 
perennial corn 
plants. Such an 
achievement 
could transform the 
American grain belt.

American farmers grow corn on 
60 million acres. Each year, farmers 
move row by row across those 60 
million acres to plant corn. The corn 
is watered and tended over that 
vast acreage. Pesticides and herbi
cides are applied where they are 
needed. Then, at harvest time, 
farmers move across the entire 60 
million acres again. The corn is car
ried away, and the fields are pre
pared for the next planting.

litis ' discovery could dramatically 
revise that picture. The grain belt

could theoretically be transformed 
into a huge "orchard" of corn. Farm

ers would plant 
corn "trees" once, 
and the perennial 
corn would yield a 
harvest year after 
year—without 
plowing, planting, 
or soil erosion.

It is unlikely that 
a perennial corn hy
brid will ever com
pletely take over the 

U.S. grain 
belt. Such a

Hugh litis rides 
across flooded 
lowlands in El Sal
vador to study the 
only wild corn 
known to flourish 
close to sea level 
(left). In Mexico, 
litis studies corn har

vested from a-small 
field 7,500 feet above 
sea level (above left).

hybrid probably 
could not survive 

northern winters. But the climate in 
the Sierra de Manantlan mountains 
of Mexico, where Zea diploperennis 
was discovered, is similar to that of 
the southern United States. Perennial 
corn might survive easily there.

"Here was an almost useless 
plant that had tremendous economic 
and botanic importance," lit is  re
calls. "A weed sitting out there on 
the mountainside, barely used by 
anyone, yet you could estimate its 
potential value to our corn crop in 
billions of dollars."- P.R.

plicated a collection kept outside 
Mexico City at the International 
Center for the Improvement of 
Maize and Wheat, known by its Mex
ican acronym as CIMMYT (pro
nounced SIM-it).

A few years after the seeds were 
dispatched to the United States, bud
get woes at CIMMYT nearly forced a 
shutdown of its seed bank. Some 
samples were lost. But researchers

there did not worry. The backup col
lection was safely stored at Fort 
Collins. Or so they thought. What 
they didn't know was that the dupli
cate samples at the NSSL had never 
been èntered into the permanent 
collection. They had disappeared.

Major Goodman, a widely re
spected crop scientist at North Car
olina State University, decided to 
investigate. Goodman is an authority
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THE NEW  YO THE LIVING ARTS THUR& m  Ap r i |

BOOKS OF THE TIMES

Of Objectivity, Subjectivity and Painful Mishmash
By CHRICTpPHER LEHMANN-ttAUPT

For Alan Lightman — af physicist 
(who teaches at the Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology) and novelist 
(“FJngfpin’s Hrparns” /and “ Good 

diiBSflxion between 
science and a r tls  slj£fp. And out of 

Jjotwctm the two arises 
some of the better effects in “Dance 
for Two“  a charming collection of 
Mr. Lightman’s favorite two-dozen 
essays, most of which first appeared 
in two earlier collections, “Time 
Travel and Papa Joe’s Pipe*’ and “A 
Modern-Day Yankee in a Connecti
cut Court.”

Often he simply balances the two 
subjects, as in “Pas de Deux,” where 
he describes the physics of ballet, or 
in “Smile,” where he details what 
goes on biophysically when a man 
and woman see and greet each other, 
or in “Students and Teachers,” 
where he dramatizes how both physi
cists and painters require strong 
teachers in the mainstream of tradi
tion.

Yet science tends to have the up
per hand in his awareness, and he 
writes delightfully about it. He may 
well have been a klutz in the lab, as 
he makes entertainingly clear in “A 
Flash of Light,” “Other Rooms” and 
“Seasons,” each of which touches on 
some lab project he botched. But his 
experiments in language certainly 
succeed, particularly his description, 
in “To Cleave an Atom,” of a nuclear 
chain reaction as resembling a 
roomful of cocked mousetraps and 
bouncing Ping-Pong balls.

The problem for Mr. Lightman is 
that science, hoing objective. “offers 
liffjrrnmfQrt to anyone, who aches to 
leave behind a personal message in 
his workJ ’ This presumably is why 
Ke*setout to write fiction. You can 
see him taking his first steps in this 
collection in the way he plays with 
time travel, a favorite subject of his.

In the first essay he ever wrote, 
“Time Travel and Papa Joe’s Pipe,” 
he explains the many reasons time 
travel is impossible and then dips his 
toe into the past by smoking the 
favorite pipe of a great-grandfather 
who died 70 years before he w as, 
born. But later in the collection he 
throws practical obstacles aside. In 
“A Visit from Isaac Newton,” he 
brings the past into the present. And 
in “A Modern-Daf Yankee in a Con
necticut Court,’ ’ he plays an amusing 
variation on the situation of the man 
who travels back in time and tries to 
describe the future to unbelieving 
denizens of the past.

Which only goes to show that while 
people may not be able to fly — for 
reasons Mr. Lightman explains in 
“If Birds Can Fly, Why, Oh Why, 
Can’t I?” — evpn sr.ientists ran over- 
leap the boundaries'oFfact.

«MBff-'Neviiie,"who teaches Eng- 
lish at Butler University, sees no 
such clear distinctions between the 
objective and subjective in “Indiana

Winter,” a collection of essays first 
published two years ago and now 
reissued with an enthusiastic intro
duction by the writer Dan Wakefield, 
like Ms. Neville an Indiana native.

“The problem with the world is 
that things are so enmeshed,” Ms. 
Neville writes in “Quake,” about a 
predicted cataclysmic earthquake 
that failed to occur in New Harmony, 
Ind., in 1990. “You can’t predict a 
thing, good and evil so bound togeth
er that it’s impossible sometimes to 
separate them,” she continues. “You 
try so hard for control and order, and 
you get disorder. You put your faith 
in science, and you see ghosts. How 
do you know how to live your life? 
The ground is always shifting under
neath your feet.”

^lending fictional and rpportorial

DANCEFORTW O  
Selected Essays

By Alan Lightman
169 pages. Pantheon. Paperback, $12.

Victoria Kensington/Indiana university

INDIANA WINTER
By Susan Neville \
With an Introduction by Dan Wakefield. 249 
pages. Indiana University Press. Paperback 
$12.95.

technique, Ms. Neville unwinds a tap
estry of the Indiana seasons, often 
describing herself in the third per
son, often embracing the banal. 
“This is the art we livd with.” she

good, the way our lives would be if all 
the pain were boiled away and we 
were as pure as distilled watery This _ 
is the art that calms, the art that 
feassures“

But for her the pain has not all 
boiled away, and in scene after re
markable scene she succeeds in dis
turbing and undermining one’s calm. 
In “Seeds: A Meditation on the 
Body,” she takes her two children, 
“both c-sections,” to a state fair, 
where instead of a rich harvest they 
look at an exhibition on war. In “The 
Problem of Evil,” she conveys with 
subtle art that despite the fecundity 
of the land she and her husband 
farm, she is about to have a miscar
riage.

“In the John Dillinger Museum” 
describes a comically pathetic tour
ist attraction, where the author and 
her husband act out in contrasting

ways their bewilderment over losing 
their baby son. Finally, in the book’s 
long concluding piece, “In the Sub
urbs,” Ms. Neville writes about 

»growing up with a mother who from 
time to time would break down emo
tionally and have to be hospitalized.

“There is clearly a genetic basis 
for affective disorders, and the same 
gene also produces artists,’ ’ she 
writes. “Why would the same gene 
that produces dissolution also 
produce form?”

And how, she wants to know, can 
you tell the difference between mad

ness and creativity?
Her answer is that “there’s 

authority in the voice of the creator” 
that gives us faith in “the created 
world.” She concludes, “We lack that 
faith in the voice of the 
times to our detriment as well as 
theirs.” To this she might have add
ed that a sustained sense of design 
lies in the work of the creative that is 
rarely present in the expressions of 
the mad. - ~

But her neglect to do so doesn’t 
matter. Her moving book itself 
makes the point.

The book everyoi 
talking about
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About the 10 Biblical Plagues
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A scientist explores 
the gory part of 
Passover and the 
Exodus story.

animal disease center run by the United 
States Department of Agriculture on Plum 
Island, where he discovered “The Handbook 
of Foreign Veterinary Diseases.” He was 
looking fpr diseases transmitted by culi- 
coides, and he found two: African horse 
sickness and Bluetongue, which affects cat
tle and sheep.

Just why the Jews and their animals were 
spared is a little difficult to explain scientifi
cally. Dr. Marr says that culicoides are 
weak fliers and probably could not have 
reached the Hebrew land of Goshen, which 
was about 100 miles north of Memphis, the 

l^ncient capital.
Ipr the sixth plague, which caused boils 

¿pk out on humans and animals, Dr. 
¿pon glanders, a highly contagious 

fe rial disease that can also be 
Hfcdntact by flies. It was first 

iptle in 330 B.C., and it’s

$till found throughout the 
Middle East and Africa. Glan
ders may also have been 
spread by eating tainted 
meat, Dr. Marr said.

Then came the seventh 
plague the hail storm that 
beat down on man and beast 
and “every herb of the field.” 

The hail devastated the 
seasonal food supply, and 
then came the eighth plague, 
the swarms of locusts, which 
ate up the last standing crops 
and any green seedlings.

Dr. Marr imagined the 
Egyptians, already denied 
the protein of healthy fish and 
cattle, rushing out to save 
their fallen crops and hastily 
taking them into granaries 
and underground storage 
places.

“These crops would have 
been broken and dampened 

" “ by hail,” the report reads,
“damaged by immersion in 

fields and contaminated by insect feces rich 
in bacterial and fungal microorganisms.’*

Then came three days of darkness. Dr. 
Marr thinks it was caused by a sandstorm 
with hot winds like the one in the Ipuwer 
papyrus. Think of all those ruined crops, full 
of bacteria and mold, baking under warm 
sand.

After all this, the Pharaoh still refused to 
let the Israelites go, so God sent the 10th 
plague — the death of the firstborn, both 
animal and human.

Building on an earlier study that suggest
ed; that moldy grain may have caused this 
plague, Dr. Marr and Mr. Malloy thought 
back to the sudden death of eight children in 
Cleveland two years ago from airborne my- 
cotoxins drawn up from a moldy basement. 
The deaths were caused by a black fungus 
called Stachybotrys atra, which releases the 
lethal mycotoxins. It also grows rapidly in 
the top layers of poorly stored grain.

So picture 2.5 million starving Egyptians 
digging out after three days of darkness, 
then rushing to the granaries for food.

The first to enter — one of the elders 
perhaps —- would be blasted with airborne 
toxins. And the first to eat from the top 
layers — the most important members of 
the family and the most dominant animals 
-r would be more likely to eat poisoned 
grain. Voilà.

This epidemiologic tour de force has

drawn a variety of reactions, from contempt 
to praise.

“All of their interpretations are clearly 
reasonable and certainly could have oc
curred from an epidemiologic point of 
view,” said Dr. Pascal Imperato, a former 
Public Health Commissioner of New York 
City, who heads the department of preven
tive medicine and community health at the 
State University Health Science Center in 
Brooklyn. “The dilemma is that none of us 
were there, and none of us objectively docu
mented that these things were there. So , 
we’re left with interpreting events that oc
curred in a pre-scientific era. And therein 
lies the difficulty.”

But he was intrigued by the paper’s eco
logical approach. “In the late 20th century, 
we’re attuned to the fact that we live in a 
very complicated environment where the 
relationship between man and pathological 
organisms is a very delicate one,” he said. 
“And disruptions can lead to very signifi
cant disease —- like mad cow disease, where : 
man’s tampering with normal food that 
cows eat resulted in outbreak of disease in 
man.”

But Dr. Marr’s use of the Ipuwer papyrus 
as evidence that things like plagues and 
“bloody” rivers and sand storms actually ! 
occurred has irked at least one Egyptolo
gist, who says the papyrus is an ethical 
guide, not a document of historical events.

“When it says the river is blood and 
people drink it like water, these are literary 
images,” said James Tate, an associate 
curator at the Metropolitan Museum of Art.

“The point of these papyri is to show that 
when people act wrongly, disasters come 
upon the country,” he said. “They always 
end up with a new Pharaoh coming who acts 
properly, who restores the country to right
eousness and right order.”

Dr. Marr knows all that. But he’s fascinat
ed with the causes of disease — mycotoxins, 
for instance, which kill as easily today as he 
thinks they did in ancient Egypt.

“I was attempting to give rational expla
nations to events as if they occurred,” Dr. 
Marr said. “But that still does not mean fhat 

‘ Yahweh did not produce them. But of course 
when God does something to humans, he 
translates it into things we can understand 
— with the exception of miracles.”

So maybe it was a miracle.
“God most often works within natural 

ways,” said Rabbi Avi Weiss of the Hebrew 
Institute of Riverdale, who also teaches 
Judaic studies at Stern College in Manhat
tan. “But even if it looks natural, it has a i 
supernatural imprimatur. That it happensf 
when it happens, to whom it happens, indi
cates a higher power.” .

ers, like Barbara Brown, 45, of Odenton, 
Md., a former lawyer, are devoting their 
quilts to contemporary African-American 
issues and themes.

She is adding a section on civil rights to a 
story quilt she designed for the film “How 
¡o Make an American Quilt,” “because my 

does not end with^slavery,” she said, 
quilters in the Women of Color 
Network are creating appliqued, 

¡¿can art quilts, which depict 
from Nelson Mandela’s re- 

Lthe Million Man March, 
a Michigan quilter, 
jt dedicated to her 

;pf a cerebral 
|otographic 

ving to

tradition. The definition of an African-Ameri
can quilt has been the subject of scholarly 
debate in recent years. Some historians have 
interpreted it strictly as a Southern rural 
utilitarian quilt, based strictly on “remem
bered” African precedents. Cuesta Ben- 
berry, a quilter and historian in St. Louis, has 
a simpler definition: “An African-American 
quilt,” she said, “is one made by an African- 
American.”'

As it was with the work of their mothers 
and grandmothers, the bits of cloth will 
become heirlooms, tethered to tomorrow’s 
history (each time Frances Boyd, 78, a 
Daughter of Dorcas member, finishes a quilt, 
she puts it in her will).

And if the banter around Mrs. Hall’s table 
is any indication, quilting contributes to lon
gevity.

Mrs. Green: “Why do men pass first?” 
^Irs. Hunt: “They don’t quilt.” 

îe chur.c
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va

easure of Man
C W . l t  Q L X  : - Ä

>|gip ; We are not
& •' %mJ g* : . 0 w £  '■ >hère alone 

nor for
ourselves alone.

fr ^  / Vaclav ItoHrf, President o/
Czech Republic, received the Phila* 
delpWTLflZerty Medal at independ
ence Hall on July 4. Here are excerpts 
of his remarks.

U

f *k

/ not have its own spirit, Its own esthet-
c fe i  1£ h B 9 3  ¡ S

,-2
■J By Vaclav Havel

here are good reasons 
^for suggesting that the 

I  modern age has ended. 
Many things Indicate 
that we are goin^ 
through a .transition^/ 

period, when it seems that something 
is on the way out and something else is
painfully being born, it is as if some 
iPtlhg were crumbling, decaying and 
exhausting itself, while something 
else, still indistinct, were arising from 

/the rubble.
The distinguishing features of tran

sitional periods are a mixing and 
^blending of cultures and a plurality or 
l&fallelisnT of intellectual and spirit
ual worlds. These are periods when all 

'‘consistent value f js tei'ns colia^eT

space are discovered or rediscovered. 
New meaning is gradually born from 
the encounter, or the intersection, of 
many different elements.

Today, this state of mind, or of the 
human world, is called post-modern
ism. For me, a symbol of that state is a 
Bedouin mounted on a camel and clad 
in traditional robes under which he is 
wearing jeans, with a transistor radio 
in his hands and an ad for Coca-Cola 
on the camel’s back.

I am not ridiculing this, nor am I 
shedding an intellectual tear over the 
commercial expansion of the West 
that destroys alien cultures. I see it as 
atypical expression of this multicul
tural era, a signal that an amalgam
ation of cultures is taking place. 1 see 
it as proof that something is being 
born, that we are in a phase when one 
age is succeeding another, when ev
erything is possible. Yes, everything is 
possible because our civilization does

this is related to the crisis, or to the^ 
^transformation, or Science a$ thgtrasifT 
of the modern cont^CmEoLthe world 
The dizzying development of science, 
With its nnfAdditional in nhjrr-
tive reality and complete dependency 
on general and^ttoiially J uiowable 

"jaws, led to tfiebirthof modern techno
logical civilization, it is the first civili
zation that spans the entire globe and 
bind^together all societies, submitting 

\them to a common global destiny.
V At the same time, the relationship to 
t$e world that modern science fus

ed and shaped appears to have ex 
Rusted its potential. The relationship ̂  

missing something, If fops to ran.

/5a)
tot with the most: intrinsic patiirft nf 

reality and with natural humanj 
iencerTTprod uces 

renia: m^p as ai3„nhqerver is fce- 
, ,^ m in g  completely alienated from 
S O f a p se if  as a being.

descri bed
otily the surface of thingsf a single 
dimension of reality, And the, more 

^dogma finally science treated it-as-the 
ohlydimension. as the very essence nf 
reality* the more^m isteadte it be-_ 
ca me. 1X70 JT/*Y tfnnu; i ^ ^^asurably" 
moi^abtSufthe universfrtnan ouri 
mors did, and vet it increasingly

¡seems they knew something more es
sential about it tHarTwe do, something 
A |re scapes-u^

pf ourselves. The more thoroughly all 
our organs and their functions, their/ 
external structure and the biocb 

reactlobsThai take place'wrthin them,

are described, the more we seem to 
fail to grasp the spirit, purpose and 
meaning of the system that they cre
ate together and that we experience as 
our unique self. Thus, we enjoy all the 
act
that have made our physical existennp 
easier in somanyimportant ways. Yet
Wë t fg h o l^  to do with
ourselvesT where toturm

The world of our experiences seems 
chaotic, confusing. Experts can ex- 
^lain anything in the objective world
to us, yet we understand our own lives 
IQss and less, we five " in the post
modern world, where everything is 
possible and almost nothing is certain.

r  ibis state or affairs has lts social 
and political consequences. The plane- k 
tary civilization to which we all belong 
confronts us with global challenges,'! 
We stand helpless before them be^i 
cause our civilization has essentially 
globalized only the surface of oS e  
lives. But our inner self continues to; 
have a life of its own. And the fewe$|§ 
answers the era of rational knowledge  ̂

" provides to the basic questions of twM  
man being, the more deeply it would 
seem that people, behind its back as ^¡8 
were, cling to the ancient certainties of j  
their tribe.

Because of this, individual cultures,: 
increasingly lumped together by con
temporary civilization, are realizing j 
with new urgency their own inner au
tonomy and the inner differences of 5 
others. Cultural conflicts are increas
ing ancf~are more dangerous today 

^¿an at any other time in history. _
Politicians are rigniiy worried by 

the problem of finding the key to in
sure the survival of a civilization that 
is global and multicultural: how re
spected mechanisms of peaceful co
existence can be set up and on what 
set of principles they are to be estab
lished.

These questions have been high
lighted with particular urgency by the 
two most important political events in 
the second half of the 20th century: the 
collapse of colonial hegemony and the 

Ja il of Communism.
The artificial world order of the past 

decades has collapsed and a new, 
more just order has not yet emerged* 
The central political task of the final 
years of this century, then, is the cre
ation of a new model of co-existence 
among the various cultures, peoples, 
races and religious spheres within a 
single interconnected civilization;

Many believe this can be accom
plished through technical means — the 
invention of now organizational, politi
cal and diplomatic instruments. Yes, ft 
is clearly necessary to invent organi
zational structures appropriate to the 
multicultural age. But such efforts are 

„doomed to failure if they do not grow 
out of something deeper, out of gener
ally held values.

_ In searching fpr the most natural 
source for the creation of a new world 
order, we usually look to an area that 

~Ts the traditional foundation of modern 
justice and a great achievement of the 
modem age: to a set of values that 
were first declared in this building. T 
am referring to respect for the unique 
human being and his or hef liberties 
and inalienable rights, and the princi
ple that all power derives from the 
people. I am referring to the funda
mental ideas of modern democracy. 
Even these ideas are not enough. We



#

a
oday, we are in a differ
ent place and facing a 
different situation, one 
to which classically 
modern solutions do not 
give a satisfactory res 
_sponse. After all, jhe very principle of 

^inalienable human rights, ctmterrod 
on man by the Creator, grew out nf rhf 

^typically modern notion that man — «g 
a_being capablejrfkqowing nature and 

„ the world — was the pinnacle of err 
^ation and lord of the world.

inis modem anthropocentrism in
evitably meant that He who allegedly 

^endowed man with his inalienable 
 ̂rights began to disappear from the

)
world : He was so far beyond the grasp 
of modern science that He was gradu
ally pushed into a sphere of privacy of

sorts, if not directly into a sphere of 
private fancy — that is, to a place 
where public obligations no longer ap
ply. The existence of a higher author- 
ity than man himself simply began to 
get in the way of human aspirations.

The idea of human rights and free
dom s must be an integral part of any 
meaningful world order. Yet I think it 
must be anchored in a different place, 
and in a different way, than has been 
the case so far.

^^Paradoxically, inspiration for the 
^renewal of this lost integrity can once 
again be found in science. In a science 
that is new — post-modern — a science 

^producing ideas that in a certain sens* 
allow it to transcend its own limits. I 
will give two examples.

The “anthropic cosmological princi
ple” brings us to an idea, perhaps as 
old as humanity itself, that we are not 
at all just an accidental anomaly, the 
microscopic caprice of a tiny particle 
whirling in the endless depths of the 
universe. Instead, we are mysterious
ly connected to the universe, we are 
mirrored in it, just as the entire evolu
tion of the universe is mirrored in us.

The moment it beef ns to appear that 
we are deeply connected to.the entire 
universe, science reaches the outer 
limits of its powers.

With the “anthropic cosmological 
principle,“ science has found itself on 
the border between science and myth. 
Iifthat, however, science has returned, 
in a roundabout way, to man, and 
offers him his lost integrity. It does so 
by anchoring him once more in the 
cosmos.

The second example is the “Gaia 
hypothesis.“ This theory brings to
gether proof that the dense network of 
mutual interactions between the or
ganic and inorganic portions óf the 
Earth’s surface form a single system, 
a kind of mega-organism, a living 
planet, Gaia, named after an ancient 
goddess recognizable as an archetype 
of the Earth Mother in perhaps all 
religions.

ccording to the Gaia hypothe
sis, we are parts of 
greater whole. Ouf 
destiny is not dependí 
ent merely on whatN 
we do for ourselves 

but also on what we do for Gaia as a 
\  whole. If we endanger her, she will 
\ dispense with us in the interests of a 
migher value — life itself.
\  What makes the “anthropic princi
ple“ and the “Gala hypothesis“ so 
inspiring? One ¿imple thing: both re
mind usof what we have long suspect
ed, of what we have long projected into 
our forgotten myths and what perhaps 
has always lain dormant within us as 
archetypes. That is, the awareness of 
our being anchored in the Earth and 
the universe, the awareness that we 
are not here alone nor for ourselves 
alone but that we are an integral pari 
of higher, mysterious entities against
whom it is not advisable to blaspheme 

This forgotten awareness is encoded 
in an religions. All €oHures^nti?!!frar^ 
it m various forms. It is bhe bHhe 
things that form the basis of man’s 
understanding of himself, of his place

in the world and ultimately of tne 
world as such.

The only real hope of people today is 
probably a renewal of our rprtaipty 
that we are rooted in the Earth and, at 
the same Siime, the cosmos. This 
awareness endows us with the capaci
ty for self-transcendence.

Politicians at international forums 
may reiterate a thousand times that 
t̂he basis of the new world order must 

. : universal respect for human rights, 
rbut it will mean nothing as long as this 
im^drative does noT derive"fromihe 
respect of the miracle of Beinp~7F^

nature, the miracle of our own exig
ence.
~Unlv snmpnnp yhn submits tn thr~ 

authority ôf the universal order and of 
creation, who values the right to be a 
part of it and a participant in it, can 
genuinely value himself and his neigh
bors and thus honor their rights as 
well.

It follows that, in today’s multicul
tural world, the truly reliable path to 
peaceful co-existence and creative co
operation must start to m  whatis at 
the>oot of all cultures and what lies 
infinitely deeper in human hearts and 
minds then political opinion, convic
tions, antipathies or sympathies: it 
must be rooted in self-transcendenre

The Declara lion oi independence, 
adopted 218 years ago in this building, 
states that the Creator gave man the 
right. to liberty. It seem sm ancan 
reafto that liberty only if he does not 
forget the Óne who endowed him with
M  ■ 1 1 □


